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For over 150 years,the Brattleboro Retreat has offered employee assistance
professionals unique treatment options for individuals with psychiatric and
addictive diseases.
Just as no two people are exactly alike, nn two cases are either. That's why the
Brattleboro Retreat offers a unique treatment continuum that utilises a full range
of services, each of which can be tailored to the specific needs of an individual.
Our continuum of care includes inpatient hospitalization for psychiatric and
addictive disorders, residential, partial hospitalization, intensive outpatient,
intervention and traditional outpatient treatment.
We also have multiple treatment locations throughout New England so that
the employees you assist can be conveniently cared for.

Call us at 1-800-345.5550
To learn more about our program options and how they can help the employees
you serve, call us today.

O

Brattleboro
Retrac=t
A nonprofit hospital and treatment center •Affiliate of Dartmouth Medical School
75 Linden Street, P.O. Box 803, Brattleboro, Vermont 05302
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Companies have learned to their chagrin that some training programs can
inappropriately challenge cherished employee values. The result can be costly
lawsuits, root improved morale—unless you can detect and deter the would-be
influencers.
by Lawrence A. Pile
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EA and Wellness in 1993

January

is a time of New Year's resolutions—a time to renew and start again. The
Clinton administration has also raised optimism in some health-care areas. What
this issue reminds me of is my usual chat with Jack Erfurt and his ideas about EA and
the wellness field. It was with that in mind, that I recently read Jack Erfurt's, Andrea
Foote's and Max Heirich's piece in the Journal of Employee Assistance Research. It
mentions that a U.S. Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion study of
1,358 work sites noted that ?A percent of the surveyed companies had an EAP while
65 percent had awellness/health-promotion program.
The disparity between those two statistics raised my eyebrows. It also caused me to
wonder where EA and wellness could intersect. The journal story obliged. EA
programs and wellness programs do well in acase-finding, case-following,
cross-referral function. Wellness programs can offer prevention programming, screen
and find cases. EAPs can access, refer and follow up. IYs this follow-up, aftercare
component that I find most interesting. EA programs will mature with functions
separate from wellness programs. EA will write about them.
The whole issue of wellness also affects the company's bottom line—a concern on
the part of all corporate businesses. Our stories by Bruce Davis and Martha Goman
point to some benefits. As the workforce changes and competition for workers
increases, well-run wellness and fitness programs may be a deciding factor to the
health-conscious worker.
In this issue, Lawrence Pile presents an intriguing story titled The Siren Call of
Modern Pied Pipers. Many of us have been workplace consultants for some time. EA
professionals have been doing training in the corporate setting since day one. To
suggest some of these programs have a hidden agenda with a sometimes deleterious
effect should heighten our awareness considerably. It did mine.
Sharon Scott's piece on peer-pressure reversal rounds out January's EA editorial.
A final note on wellness. It has long been my philosophy that mental health and
wellness start with the individual. The individual of concern is the EA professional—
you and I. I have long embraced the concept that there are several means to this end.
Some use self-help, some use professional counselors, some use such alternative
methods as relaxation, visualization, exercise, meditation, nutrition and others. It is
this holistic approach to the troubled employee and subsequent referral to the most
effective health care that makes EA successful as a field. Staying open to the
emerging health-care options before us may be just one more way for EA to help
workers and companies thrive in the '90s.
A final note. Our meeting at the EAPA Conference in Atlanta with our excellent
editorial advisory board has once again positioned Employee Assistance magazine in
the cutting edge of developments in the field. The recently published 1993 editorial
calendar reflects our plan to bring you more timely, practical articles on
organizational development and employee benefits. As the EA field continues to be
pushed and pulled in new directions, look to EA to bring you the trends.
A reminder to you. Please support the companies and services who advertise.
Without them there would be no EA publications of any kind. Thanks.

~~,~~~~~
.l. Chip Drotos, CEAP
Associate Publisher
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7,~~aining seminars that meddle with employee belief systems cannot be justified by the positive results they sometimes attain
n an article in Working Woman titled "Wacky Management
Ideas That Work," Nancy Austin wrote, "...Making it in
modern times requires staking out brave new competitive
territory. And to do that, the tool managers most urgently
need is imagination." Few CEOs, managers, or even shop foremen
would argue with that observation. Differences arise, however, in
proposals offered to produce or stimulate this vital tool.
Along with new or expanded imagination and creativity,
corporations throughout North America increasingly Beck ways to
augment productivity (and profits) by teaching employees stress
reduction, self-regulation, accelerated learning, and accepting a
greater share of responsibility for themselves and their companies.
To accomplish these commendable and even necessary goals,
numerous businesses are turning to a mushrooming crop of training
and consultation firms that offer workshops, seminars, and courses
that claim to transform employees into highly motivated and

efficient visionaries and producers.
Among the major corporations that have enlisted these firms are
AT&T, GM, Ford, IBM, Calvin Klein, Westinghouse, Du Pont,
Scott Paper, Campbell Soup, Lockheed, RCA,Procter &Gamble,
All State, NEC, Boeing Aerospace, General Foods, GE, and
McDonald's—in short, approximately 20 percent of the Fortune 500
corporations, plus innumerable smaller companies. These training
companies also have contracts with the IRS, CIA,the Army, Navy,
and Air Force, as well as numerous state, county, and municipal
agencies.
Many trainers, however, use techniques and promote philosophies at variance with the moral and religious convictions of
employees who are urged, and sometimes required, to attend the
workshops. Most often, these techniques and philosophies arise
from the broad and variegated matrix of the so-called New Age

\

continued on page 6

By Lawrence A. Pile
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continuedfrom page S

Movement. And this fact has caused extensive controversy in and around the
workplace, as reported in numerous books
and articles. The core of the controversy is
highlighted by the words of Arthur
Johnson, "There's a fine line between
corporate culture and corporate cults."
Consider the following:
• Steven Hiatt, an evangelical Christian,
was fired from his job as senior manager of
a car dealership after first recommending,
and then urging, cancellation of a New Age
training program offered by the Pacific
Institute of Seattle. He says he became
disillusioned with the program, then called
"New Age Thinking," on the third night of
a facilitator's training workshop. That was
when, he says, the instructor "set a very
spiritual mood and began talking about life
after death. He urged us to question our
concepts of truth, and to set spiritual goals
using the program's techniques and goals.
He said the real reason for the training was
to save the world." That was enough for
Hiatt, who got up and walked out.
• William Gleaton, former manager of

human resources for a Firestone Tire and
Rubber Co. plant in Albany, Ga., also lost
his job after objecting to a training program
offered by the Pacific Institute. He sued
and eventually reached an out-of-court
settlement with the company.
• In May 1989, eight former employees
of the DeKalb Farmers Market in Georgia
also accepted an out-of-court settlement of
their suit against their former employer
charging that they had been fired for
refusing to attend a training program they
claimed promoted New Age ideas and
techniques. The program in question was
the Forum, said by detractors to be a
watered-down version of Werner Erhard's
1970s est (Erhard Seminars Training).
According to the plaintiffs, "...the Forum's
espousal of the supremacy of man violate[d] their belief in the primacy of God or
other higher beings. Supervisors who
declined to participate and recruit their
employees were harassed, humiliated and
interrogated."
• Also in 1989 five employees of an
electronics company in California sued
their employer for requiring them to attend

"communications and time-management
courses" taught by an organization,
Applied Scholastics, that proved to be a
branch of the controversial Church of
Scientology. The employees alleged that
"the training sessions amounted to recruitment and indoctrination into Scientology."
• In the spring of 1991, almost three
dozen Broward County, Fla., employees
were sent at taxpayers' expense to attend
training offered by Lifespring, a program
similar to Erhard's est and Forum. Though
some workers said they enjoyed the program and even took further training at their
own expense, other employees balked.
• In February 1992, Franklin County
(Ohio) Children Services discontinued staff
training by the Forum (at taxpayers'
expense) after a rash of negative news
reports and complaints fiom the community.
Why all the fuss? Simply that many of
the seminars and workshops being offered
promote New Age concepts to which some
employees object, and they have been
charged with using methods and techniques
continued on page 8
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~ The Problem: you have asubstance-abuse
client in severe emotional crisis, requiring
inpatient care.
~ The Havenwyck solution: P.I.P.S.A.D.
Our Psychiatric Intervention Probram for Substance
Abuse Disorders will manage the emotional crisis
on a short-term inpatient basis, enabling the client
to benefit from traditional substance abuse services.
~ Havenwyck has the names you can trust:
Howard P. Friedman, M.D.; Medical Director
Nick F. Castedo, M.D., Assoc. Medical Director

HAVENWYCK

I

I

I

Examination Date:
Cut-offDate:

May 8,1993
March 15,1993

Examination Date: December 11,1993
October 15, 1993
Cut-offDate:

for information
write the EAP Association, Attn, EACC
4601 North Fairfax Drive, Suite 1001
Arlington, VA 22203

HOSPITAL

The best team between the Palace &the Silverdome.
1525 University Dr., Auburn Hills, M148326

or call;(703) 522.6272
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recovery
A Better Way to Manage
Chemical Dependency Costs
Valley Hope knows all about value, especially
the good old fashioned kind built around
of~'ering a quality product at an af~'ordable price.
That's exactly the type of value we've been
of~'ering to individuals and companies across the
United States for the past 25 years.
The real value of our alcohol and drug
addiction treatment program, however, goes
beyond just quality and price. The real value is
that our program works - - people suffering from
alcoholism or some other drug addiction do
respond to Valley Hope's message of love, of
concern and respect for the individual. In a
program focusing on individual and family

~

recovery, recovery can - - and does begin.
Our treatment program is recognised as
one of America's best. Our price for inpatient
treatment is well below the industry average,
even lower than many intensive outpatient
programs. That's value for today's healthcare
market. And when you add recovery to the
formula, you have the real VALUE of Valley
Hope.
There is a better way to manage chemical
dependency costs. That better way is the
VALUE plus recovery offered by Valley Hope.
Call or write today.

~

NEBRASKA
~
~

COLORADO

KANSAS

~
MISSOU

Ask about our innovative FLY TO RECOVERY
PROGRAM ... We can work with any location
across the United States and will deliver the
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE your company is looking
for in today's healthcare market.

~~
OKLAHOMA
ARIZONA ~

~

~ ~

•~,.~

VALLEY HOPE
~~~SOCIATION

Information: 1-800-654-0486
Admissions: 1-800-544-5101

Alcohol &Drug Addiction Treatment Programs
P.O. Box 510 Norton, KS 67654-0510 (913) 877-5111
OKLAHOMA
KANSAS
Norton, Atchison,
Cushing,
Augusta, Wichita,
Ardmore
Mission

MISSOURI
Boonville

COLORADO
Parker
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NEBRASKA
O'Neill, Alliance,
Lincoln

ARIZONA
Chandler
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DEVEREUX...
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Listening and Responding
to the needs of the nineties.
Psychiatric hospitalization and
residential treatment programs for
children and adolescents
Intensive treahnent for brain-i~~jured,
neurobehaviorally disordered adolescents
and young adults

Speci;ilty tracks designed
to meet the needs of the...
emotionally disturbed,
behaviorally disordered, ..
du~~lly diagnosed,
developmentally disabled.

~~'-'`'

(800)383-5000

{ ~~
r'
Devereux Hospital end Neurobehavioral Institute
1150 llevereux Drive ~ I.ea~c City,'t'exas 77573
(713)335-1000

Devcreux Psychiatric Residential'11~eatment Center
120 Uavid Wade Drive •Victoria,Texas 77902
(512)575-8271

Not-For-~'rofit
Insurnnrc and C'HAMPUS Approved JCAMO Accredited
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Patient Placement Criteria
National Conference
Atanta, GA93

ATTENDANCE QUALIFIES
FOR 15 CREDIT
HOURS IN CATEGORY

This 3rd national conference is designed to give participants hands-on experience with changing their
program structure; improving documentation skills
for assessment and treatment planning; and enhancingutilization review and reimbursement ofservices.
It will focus on skill-building and providing ample
opportunity to practice skills and network with others already successful in "Making It Work."
Designed to provide practical strategies for:
♦ Structuring Programs
♦ Enhancing Treatment Efficacy and Efficiency
♦ Improving Assessment and Documentation
♦ Controlling Costs
♦ Optimizing Reimbursement
♦ Appealing Treatment Authorization Denials

cASAM
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
ADDICTION MEDICINE

Call 202-244-8948
For Conference Information or
Patient Placement Criteria Orders
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that instill these concepts without the
participants' realizing what is happening.
In one sense, the New Age is not really
new. It arose gradually, almost imperceptibly, out of the hippie movement spawned
during the turbulent '60s. Building on the
foundation of the 'SOs beatniks, who were
into Zen and other forms of Eastern
spirituality, the hippies eventually grew up
to enter the corporate world, often taking
with them their mystical,. spiritual and
philosophical world view.
During the '70s, the so-called "Human
Potential Movement' came to the fore, led
by Erhard and est(and its later incarnation,
the Forum, marketed through Transformational Technologies). Erhard has acknowledged that est was most heavily influenced
by Zen, Mind Dynamics, and Scientology.
Other influences were the German philosopher Nietzsche, the Indonesian occult
movement Subud, and the Hindu gurus
Swami Muktananda and Sathya Sai Baba.
Other similar human potential programs
and training firms established about the
same time or since are Lifespring, Insight,
Actualizations, Krone Training, PSI World,
Pecos River Institute, Sportsmind, and the
Pacific Institute.
Underlying all of these programs, to one
degree or another, are the following concepts:
• All of reality is part of one essence.
This is the Eastern philosophical view
known as monism, which teaches that "all
is one." In other words, no ultimate
distinction exists between God and nature,
or between one individual and another.
The distinctions we see are unreal or
illusory.
• This means (among other things) that
God and man are the same—"If you don't
see me as God, its because you don't see
yourself as God," Shirley Maclaine told an
attendee at a seminar in the New York
Hilton.
• If man is God,then man has unlimited
potential, able to accomplish anything he
desires and can visualize—an attractive
idea, no doubt, to many managers.
• Further, if "all is one," not only do no
distinctions exist between God and man,
but neither do any. between truth and
falsehood,. right and wrong, good and evil.
All distinctions are mere illusion. To quote
Erhard,"What is, is, and what isn't, isn't."
Or, as the est graduation booklet put it,
"Obviously the truth is what's so. Not so
obviously, its also so what."
• Thus, the problem of humanity, as
EMPLOYEEASSISTANCE

Maclaine said above, is that we have
forgotten our own divinity. This lapse of
memory must be overcome by undergoing
what is called a "paradigm shift," a drastic
change in the way we view the world
around us. As New Age popularizer Marilyn Ferguson wrote,"A paradigm shift is a
distinctly new way of thinking about old
problems....A new paradigm involves a
principle that was present all along but
unknown to us. It includes the old as a
partial truth, one' aspect of How Things
Work, while allowing for things to work in
other ways as well: By its larger perspective, it transforms traditional knowledge
and the stubborn new observations, reconciling their apparent contradictions."
• This paradigm shift is accomplished by
any one or more of numerous "psychotechnologies." These "intentional triggers of transformative experiences" include
sensory isolation and sensory overload,
biofeedback, `consciousness-raising' strategies, hypnosis and self-hypnosis, meditation
of every description, Sufi stories, koans,
and dervish dancing, seminars like est, Silva
Mind Control, Actualizations, and Lifespring, Africa, Theosophy, and Gurdjieffian
systems, Science of Mind, A Course in
Miracles, etc.
• The frequent result of all such techniques is that the individual comes to sense
the dissolution of his person and a oneness
with the Universe, referred to in Eastern
religions as enlightenment, cosmicconsciousness, or God-consciousness.
Many of these techniques are among
those taught and practiced in the creativity
and human potential seminars mentioned
above. Especially prevalent are various
forms of meditation (often called "centering")employing "creative visualization" or
"guided imagery"—often telling participants to encounter their higher selves or
inner wisdom, or a "spirit guide" who will
lead them on their inner journey. Essentially hypnotic in nature, these exercises
induce an altered state of consciousness in
most participants that makes them more
highly susceptible to ideas communicated
while in this state.
Some training workshops employ
"assaultive" techniques. Though some programs have discontinued or mitigated these
techniques, in the past they have included
verbal abuse, accusations and enforced
"confessions" of failure or inadequacy—all
in a large-group context. All of these serve
to "undermine a person's basic consciousness, reality awareness, beliefs and world
continued on page 10
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When your employee comes back to work,

he won't come back alone.
That's because at Stuyvesant Square, our individualized inpatient and outpatient treatment programs are designed to help
recovering employees with the challenging transition to a productive,
chemical-free life. Our intensive inpatient treatment includes two full
years of Aftercare, and our outpatient program lets your employees
stay on thejob while getting treatment during convenient evening
hours. The Aftercare and outpatient programs are just two Facets of
our comprehensive, hospital-based treatment approach which provides
our patients—your employees—with the knowledge,skills and support
they need to understand and overcome chemical dependence.
To find out how we can help your chemically dependent
employees become ~r~ductive again, please call us or write for our
brochure.

Stuyvesant~Square
The Chemical Dependency Treatment Program:
of $eth Israel Medical Center
170 East End Ave. at 87th St., New York, NY 10128

(212)870-9777
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or over 20 yeare White Deer Run has been recognized as a pioneer
in residential drub and alcohol treatment. Pro~resaive Health
Corporation is proud to announce its recent acquisition o~ W~ute

Deer Run, brin~in~ dynamic management and a freak new ~oo~Z to the
~acilit}: Sta~ed by a hi~l~y-credentialed team of professionals and owned by
people wko care, White Deer Run o~ers state-of-the-art programming built
on the 12 step model for treatment o~ drub and alcohol addictions.
~e o{~er...

•Ault pro~ramrnin~

•Adolescent programmuig

• Special services ~or dual dia~nosie •Family services
White Deer Run is ready to wor~x with you in finding the best
modality o~ treatment ~or your employees.

To {ind out more a~out tke new loo~Z and innovative
Programs, call 1-800-255-?335.

.~

W~ite Deer Run --Circle 7 on card.
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There is no way to determine
direction when you have lost
your point of reference. Finding the way to thrive emotionally, spiritually
and socially can be especially difficult for persons who have emerged from
an extremist; abusive or legalistic religious organization, or cult.
But there is a way to overcome the psychological and spiritual distress
resulting from such involvement, in a place that fosters rehabilitation,
redirection and clear reflection. It is Wellspring.
If you or someone you love is searching to get back nn course,
please call Wellspring today.
W ~; L L S l' 12 1 N G
Retreat Sz Resource Center
/?O. L3ox 67, ~Ilhnny, Ohio 45710, 614/698-6277

~u
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view, emotional control and defense
mechanisms.
As Singer and Ofshe observe, "Attacking the stability and quality of evaluations
of self-concepts is the principle effective
technique used in the conduct of a coercive
thought reform and behavior control program."
Whether the techniques employed are of
the hypnotic or assaultive variety, the
effects are frequently the same. Despite
frequently positive results in terms of
individuals becoming more self-confident,
stress-free or creative, negative outcomes
occur often, too—and trainers tend not to
readily admit them.
Researchers Singer and Ofshe state that
"[T]he majority reaction seen in people
who leave thought reform "programs...is a
varying degree of anomie—a sense of
alienation and confusion resulting from the
loss or weakening of previo~.►sly valued
norms, ideals, or goals....The person feels
like an immigrant or refugee who enters a
new culture."
This sense can be overcome in time as
the person adjusts behavior and thought to
the new "paradigm."
But Singer and Ofshe (and others) have
found much more serious problems occurring in a significant minority of individuals,
possibly as many as 15 percent, including
"reactive schizoaffective-like psychoses"
(i.e., they suffer psychotic episodes), "posttraumatic stress disorders" similar to many
Vietnam veterans, "atypical dissociative
disorders," "relaxation-induced arixiety,"
and "miscellaneous reactions...such as difficulty in concentration...; self-mutilation;
phobias; suicide and homicide" and
psychologically induced strokes, heart
attacks, ulcers, and other ailments.
In rare cases, participants in such seminars, specifically est and Lifespring, have
actually died during sessions, largely as a
result of inadequate .screening for people
with delicate constitutions and lack of
properly trained staff to intervene in a
timely fashion to prevent serious harm.
While it may be argued that in spite of
these negative consequences the techniques frequently "work," producing the
desired effects for the. benefit of the
individual and the company, from an
ethical perspective that is not the point.
In many cases, little "informed consent"
occurs with regard to attendance at New
Age training seminars. Further, the fundamentally religious presuppositions underlying most New Age training programs would
EMPLOYEEASSISTANCE

seem to make them off limits for corporations, at least so far as being required of
employees.
In the words of Richard Watring, personnel director for Budget Rent-a-Car,
"Private corporations that are not churchaffiliated should neither attempt to change
the basic belief systems of their employees
nor should they promote the use of techniques (i.e., altered consciousness) that
accelerate such change; and while spiritual
growth is important, corporations should
not prescribe the methods whereby
employees grow spiritually. This is better
left for those more qualified."
An employee has the right under antidiscrimination law to request reasonable
accommodation to his religious beliefs.
Further, as the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's policy statement
makes clear, "That the employer or sponsor of a `new age' program believes there is
no religious basis for, or content to, the
training or techniques used is irrelevant to
determining the need for accommodation....An employer may not reject an
employee's request for accommodation on
the basis that the employee's beliefs about
the `new age' training seem unreasonable."
Failure to provide such accommodation
is legitimate cause for legal recourse, as
numerous companies and government bodies have discovered to their dismay. Several
of the cases cited above are examples.
One celebrated case in 1987 illustrates
another type of legal and financial liability
that can be incurred by corporations that
sign up their employees for New Age
training. This involved Pacific Bell, which
sent about 15,000 of its 67,000 employees to
"L.eadership Development" training sessions led by associates of Charles Krone, a
student of Russian mystic Georges
Gurdjieff.
When the California Public Utilities
Commission investigated, hundreds of
err►ployees complained that "the training
was based on spiritual philosophies not
appropriate in a job setting." The CPUC
ruled that PacBell stockholders, rather than
consumers, had to pay $25 million of the
estimated $160 million total cost of the
training. In addition, employees sent to
.training seminars that cause them serious
psychological or even physical injury may
claim damages from their employer as well
as the trainers if attendance was mandatory, either explicitly or implicitly. Numerous such claims have already been made by
individuals against most of the New Age
seminars mentioned above.
JANUARY 1993

Enthusiastic endorsement and testimonials aside, it is an orrpen question
whether New Age trainings really deliver
what they advertise. As PacBell found out,
its expensive flirtation with Kroning served
mainly to lower employee morale, divide
the workforce, and create an uproar in the
community.
Greater employee loyalty and cohesiveness are certainly necessary qualities in
any workplace. But if a byproduct of their
generation is a mentality that "insists on
the primacy of good feeling and the validity
of one's ownrealitY,"then the time-Proven,
creativity-enhancing clash of ideas among

co-workers may well be inhibited.
According to New Age thought, "It is
not possible to be wrong, just different."
But companies must allow for failure and
support risk-taking, both "when it works
and when it doesn't." This implies being
able to say, "Your idea sounded good, but
it proved to be wrong." Saying "Your idea
was valid according to your reality, but our
customers have a different reality" doesn't
cut it in the business world.
Pile is community liaison and n workshop leader at

Wellspring Retreat and Resource Center, of A(bany, off

a

residentialfacr[ityfor~herehabilitatiorcoffonnermem6ersof
destructive cults and abusive churches. References for this
article nre availab/e apon re9uest.
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edical costs are out of control in the United States
as every person who reads a newspaper or
watches television can attest. The 1992 presideritial campaign and President Clinton's recent
pre-inaugural economic summit clearly defined health care
as a leading issue of the 1990s.
In a recent national poll by Business &Health, top
executives identified rising health insurance premiums as
their number one concern. A. Foster Higgins &Company
has reported a 17 percent to 20 percent yearly increase in
corporate health-plan costs over the past five years.
As medical costs consume more and more of America's.
corporate profits each year,they provide one more stumbling
block to economic recovery and growth. The Wall Street
Journal's Walt Bogdanich has predicted that after final
assessments are recorded, 14 percent of the nation's output
of goods and services will have been dedicated to payment of
health expenditures in 1992.
Members of group health plans have long been insulated
from these actual medical costs. They know the deductible
that they must pay out of pocket, but once that amount has
been reached, health-care costs become a problem for their
employer. This short-sighted attitude costs our economy
hundreds of millions of dollars a year. To arrest the
unchecked escalation of medical costs, workers, retirees and
their families must recognize what their lifestyle choices
represent in actual dollars.
Motivating workers to change unhealthy lifestyles, as
benefits consultants at the Hay .Group recently noted,
represents "the next frontier in health-cost control." The
managed-care phenomenon deals with containing costs after
a treatment plan has been suggested. But much greater
savings reward the health plan that effectively prevents
progressive medical disorders from occurring.
One reason savings don't occur stems from the fact
that—except for traditional group policies—the insurance
industry relies upon risk evaluation as a primary component.
Healthy employees' medical costs are statistically much less
than their unhealthy co-workers, but both pay the same
monthly premium for coverage. Such a system creates no
incentive to change poor health habits.
Furthermore, to maximize savings, dependents and retirees must be included in any cost-control program. Traditional. worker-only incentives and interventions fail to
account for the fact that dependents and retirees may well
outnumber the active workers and represent a significant
opportunity.
Traditional corporate wellness programs have kept
.healthy employees fit, but they have done little to influence
the habits of these retirees, dependents or even less
fitness-prone co-workers. These people represent the bulk of
lifestyle-related health costs, and they need to be the focus of
wellness programs.
To control costs, the system must positively reinforce
healthy lifestyles. That calls for changing the current
structure of member contributions and making each person
responsible for his actions in a fair, non-discriminatory way,
in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Belief in this concept has led many companies throughout
the country—including U-Haul, Baker Hughes, Southern
continued on page 17
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"In a lonely, painful world, I
struggledwith my eating disorder, not
understanding my feelings of ~ii~t,fear,
anger,self-hatred andself-doubt. Years
oFmst-patient counseling had failed
to help me overcome my disease. Obsessionswith mybody,food, dieting and
exercise controlled my life. Then 1
discovered Remuda Ranch.
located just60 miles northwest of
Phoenix in the beautiful Sonoran Desert, this specialized treatment center has
been designed exclusively for women
suffering with anorexia, bulimia, and
related problems. lt's a restful oasis in
which to reflect, replenish, rediscover
and recuperate.

After careful, comprehensive assessment of my eating disorder, an individualized treatment plan was designed
to meet my medical, psychological,
nutritional and spiritual needs. The
spiritual component is based on a nondenominational Christian perspectNe.
I attended individual, group, and
family sessions as well as educational and
nutritional classes. l also participated in
die equestrian program.
Through the power of trust,
~iidance and love, the dedicated staff at
Remuda Ranch helped me rid myself of
the destructive roots of my disorder.
~.~j
/e/ /L G.L. ~..

know asking for help might be Frightening and ditiicult, but Remuda
Ranch offers hope for a new life.
Call 1-800-445-1900 now.
Cu!!s are confidential. Mastinaurance uc:ceplecl.
Rentuda Ranch 1s listedin thetoff 10% ofthe n~uion's accredited
facilities by thefotnt Commfa~slmi on Accreditntu~n ofHea/lhcare
Organizatlmrs(JCAf/0)-yourassurance ofthe highestleue!of
dedicated,professlonalhreabnent.

~D~
Center for Anorexia and Bulimia
Jack Burden Road Box 2481 Wickenburg. Arizona 85358

1-800-4451900
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Worksite fitness programs with wide appeal will boost your bottom line
By Martha Goman
acific Bell recently tested
30,000 employees and found
lack of exercise constituted
their greatest health-risk factor. To combat that problem, the company added employee gyms to its
employee fitness program.
Corporate planners project the new
levels of exercise will trim medical bills
enough to recover their investment in the
fitness centers in four years. Over the
next decade,the company expects to save
$10 million in health-care costs.
At another major corporation,
Johnson &Johnson, absenteeism plummeted 15 percent within two years of
introducing a corporate fitness program,
according to a recent study by the
University of Pennsylvania's Wharton
School of Business. At company work

sites where the program had not been
introduced yet, absenteeism rose 3 percent.
After three years, hospital costs for
Johnson &Johnson dropped 34 percent
lower at work sites that participated in
fitness programs than for those that did
not. Employees exercised more, had
lower blood pressure and succeeded
more often in quitting smoking.
Until recently, companies viewed onsite fitness programs as a luxury—or an
activity employees should seek out on
their own. But now firms are acutely
aware that a healthy, fit employee is a
cost-containment resource and that fitness is acost-containment tool.
Spurred by growing concerns about
weight control, fitness, and skyrocketing
health-care costs, corporations are pay-

ing increasingly close attention to the
health of their employees.
Many firms are now opting for on-site
fitness classes that combine exercise with
education on wellness. Like Pacific Bell,
they are overcoming the traditional
drawback of lack of space by new planning. Not all have built gyms, but many
now host fitness classes in libraries, lunch
rooms and conference rooms.
Some companies sponsor seminars led
by groups like Weight Watchers. Others
invite speakers from the American Heart
Association and American Cancer Society to discuss nutrition and weight loss.
Others sponsor employee health club
memberships.
The American Heart Association, in
particular, works actively with many
continued on page 16
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has come to ac~c~iction care

Rational Recovery° draws on human competency to defeat addictions without promoting powerlessness. Founded in 1986, Rational Recovery° has hundreds of self-help groups worldwide.
RR-Residential centers, specializing in 12-step resistant clients, provide the most advanced developments in the treatment of addictions, including Addictive Voice Recognition TherapySM(AVRT).
When clients complete their residential program, they attend free
Rational Recovery° self-help groups for a short time —and then
kick the recovery habit for good.
Rational Recovery° is a means to happiness, not an end in itself.
For more information, consult The Small Book: A Revolutionary New Alternative for Overcoming Alcohol and Drug Dependence (Delacorte Press, 1992), or contact Lois Trimpey:

Rational Recovery Systems, Inc.

Box 800, Lotus, CA 95651
(916) 621-2667
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corporations ~md publishes a directory of
fitness programs that offer corporate
services. Even employees who do not
participate in a fitness program can reap
some of the benefits by reading materials
offered on health and fitness.
In the past, many on-site firness programs have been strictly white-collar
affairs, where the fit get fitter and most of
those who need the programs fail to
participate.
The entry-level exerciser—who is
often costing the company a great deal in
insurance claims, sick days, and workers'
compensation claims—usually will not
take advantage of a health club, even if
it's around the corner. These employees
feel they have to be in shape to attend a
club. This image, along with the high
price of many aerobic fashions, frequently deters participation.
What we are looking at now, however,
is across-section of employees—many of
whom have never paid attention to
fitness before. In large companies, particularly when employees are departmen-

talized, a❑ on-site fitness program offers
a supportive, healthy environment that
brings together co-workers from a variety of areas.
As for costly fashion, work-site fitness
programs tend, in contrast, to emphasize
clothing that is loose-fitting and comfortable. And aerobic training, after being
synonymous with exercise for the past
decade, represents just a small part oT a
conscientious on-site fitness program
today.
Knowledgeable, qualified instructors
meet employee needs by combining the
roles of wellness educator and fitness
teacher. And the program often also
includes body-awareness classes and educates employees through literature and
guest speakers.
In evaluating the best on-site fitness
program for your company, consider:
• Philosophy—is the emphasis on health
or vanity'?
• Does a prospective contractor have a
large enough staff to operate the program?
• Is that staff prepared to deal with work

environments and work-related injuries?
• How long has the program been in
business?
• Do classes embrace all levels of fitness?
• Are instructors experienced in teaching both entry-level exercisers and
already fit employees?
Make sure the company you choose
screens the health of participating
employees. Questionnaires can alert
instrucCors to any health problems. If
warranted, an employee can be directed
to consult a physician before beginning a
program.
The right on-site fitness program can
revolutionize your warkplace, not only
by cutting costs of health care and
employee turnover but also by redefining
the concept of work. Businesses in the
'90s will integrate Health and work,
changing attitudes to create a healthy,
productive employee.

Go~im~~ is direrlor of Say Fimrcisco-Gnsed Orr-the-✓oG
/•mesa•, n vendor of corporate fiutess programs iii Cnlifin'uin's Hay Aren.

When they need you ... We can help
easily, inexpensively &effectively

Whether in the office
or the plant ...when
you need to focus on:
• EAP Education
• Stress Management
• Self-Esteem &Positive
Performance
• Smoking Control
• Wellness Education
• Weight Loss
Ca11 us at

1-800-345-2476
American Institute for
Preventive Medicine
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continued from page 13

California Edison and Hershey
Foods—to add incentives to their
health plans. Employees who make
healthy lifestyle choices earn rewards,
credits or dollars.
Making each person responsible for
healthy lifestyles can also involve
health-screening programs.
According to Robert Demsey, president of San Diego-based Health Examinetics, any successful screening program should:
• Generate immediate cost savings—
not simply promise eventual savings as
some traditional wellness programs do.
• Report year-to-year cost justification
data.
• Measure only areas of lifestyle
choice.
• Have every assessed area clinically
verifiable, not driven by simple questionnaire responses.
• Be non-discriminatory, comply with
the ADA and adapt to needs of the
disabled.
• Not punish participants in any way.

• Rely upon sound actuarial data
predicting a lifestyle choice's potential
cost to a health plan.
• Offer multiple reward options that
any health plan can incorporate.
• Address dependents and retirees.
• Be flexible and expandable to meet
changing needs.
Demsey recommended launching
such a program with a campaign to
thoroughly explain the program and
promote employee participation. After
clinical testing, offer each employe a
report of results that pinpoints areas of
concern. Then help the participant
build a personal action plan.
"You must never identify a problem
without providing possible solutions,"
Demsey said. "A flexible, year-round
educational component, that can be
customized to a company's needs and
budget, can then be developed."
Demsey also stressed the need for
accurate group data to track progress.
"Management should review this
information yearly and keep all components of the program current to ensure

continued savings," he said.
"In any program, actual test results
must be confidential and shared only
with the employee," Demsey added.
"You want maximum participation in
the program for the greatest savings.
This will only happen if you guarantee
absolute confidentiality of test results
for your health-plan members."
The idea has been embraced by
Harrah's Hotel Casino in Las Vegas.
"Harrah's wanted to expand the savings realized by its highly successful
managed-care, cost-containment program." explained Peggy Keers of the
casino's benefits department. "We had
our senior managers go through a pilot
program first. We wanted to gain as
much information as possible to make
sure the final product meets our
needs."
Joseph Lawrence, president of Managed Care Consultants, was instrumental in developing Harrah's health plan.
He feels reward-based programs are
"the next logical step toward a total
continued on page 34

Our

purpose is to
provide a caring,
structured and disicplined
environmentthat
encourages continued
recovery ata time when
the alcohol or drug
dependentellent is most
vulnerable to relapse.
For additional information contact
Robert D. Larson ar
I-715.426-5950
or by calling 1-800.525-4712.
~II~ KINNIC FALIS

t~ Fdtrn~n~- ~ne~~ s~,~r~,~~.
A10S Orcoigr Strrrl. Rner Fulls. fYiu casin 54022
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Clever is nc~t enough.
1:~gar ravel: works.
"just tllc~a acts" will not suffice.
Yc~~ir cli~:a~~~~t:s ari~~ c,r.~ll<~~gues deserve the best
~ileolac>l ar~d ot~aer ar~r information available.
Videos that tcaac}~i. LI~i~idout materials,
postez-s,"haw-to" ~aublacations and other
rc~srn,u-<:~~~s t~> l~ie~l~~ y~~t~ '1-each, inform and
For a FREE catalog call 1-800-322-1468.
Or write Dept. EA, Wisconsin Clearinghouse,
P.O. Box 1.468, Madison, WI,53701-1468.

~~e~j r ,
~WISCONSIN
W~~CLEARINGHOUSE
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By Marilyn Rumsey
In the first part of this serdes (April 1992,
p. 28), author Marilyn Rumsey introcluced the dilemma of whether to intervene
with u CEO. We return to the issue to see
the decision the EA professional made,
how the process unfolded and the concerns that arose from the decision.
he EAP decided to pursue
interviewing the CEO about
his problem without company
participation. In clarifying her
ethical values, she decided she would rather
risk losing the contract than to remain
silent. She evaluated each of these areas:
• Given that she was in direct contact with
the CEO, she was uncomfortable not
discussing the alcohol concerns with him.
• She did not want to maintain an EA
contract where the CEO could easily die of
alcoholism without at least stating her

concerns to the CEO.
• IT she had not had access to the CEO,she
would have decided not to pursue this on
her own.
• She had to accept the possibility of losing
the contract before she was willing to move
forward.
The EA professional set up a meeting
with the CEO, using as a "red herring" a
follow-up nn the status of the EA contract
and afollow-up on previous concerns of
personal and organizational stress. In the
past, most meetings with the CEO were
lunches that included the senior vice president and drinking by the CEO. A morning
meeting was set in the EAP's office instead
of at the company, where all previous
meetings had taken place. She intended to
ease Che issue of the CEO's drinking info
the discussion.
She decided not to let the senior vice

president know about the meeting, fearing
he would ask her not to raise the issue. But
he did find out and called the EA professional, encouraging her to proceed.
In her discussion with the senior vice
president, she reviewed possible reactions
and potential outcomes, including the CEO
going to treatment and being away from the
company for a month.
THE INTERVCNTION. During the meeting, the CEO brought up various concerns
about the company, focusing on communication problems among the partners.
Finally, the EAP confronted him by sharing
her concerns with him and asking, "When
are you going to let me help you with your
drinking?"
He replied, "What do you think we
should do'?"
She explained that she wanted him to
give up the alcohol, but he would need help

We've Just Made Our Continuum
of Care Approach Better!
Hegira Programs,Inc. annoufices tlTe Opeiliil~~> of its NEW r~r~d EXI'ANDE[~
Chemical Dependency ar2d Mental Henitll Trer~t»u'llf CP~it~~r~~.

EXPANDED

NEW

Oakdale Recovery Center Romulus Help Center
(a di~~isicm of Matrix Assuriatrs, IniJ

Detoxification
Residential
Intensive Outpatient
~

~'Outpatient Services

43825 Michigan Avenue
Canton, MI 48188
(313) 397-3088
Major Insurances Accepted

9340 Wayne Rd.,Ste. A
Romulus, MI 48174
(313) 942-7585
JCAHO Accredited

'Over Twenty Years Experience

Cnll us for more irlformatiori or to sdledule a tour of our fncilitics!
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to do it. They pursued the discussion of his
use of alcohol, the physical effects on the
body and appearance as well as the effects
on the company. To her surprise, the CEO
agreed, without resistance, to go out of
town for inpatient treatment.
Not surprisingly, much anxiety accompanied this decision, and the EAP tried to
be as supportive as possible.
The CEO had one major question: Did
the company. set her up to confront him?
She said no and explained her view of
having been concerned since she first met
him. She also believed that nothing would
have ever happened had she not facilitated
discussions with some of the partners
leading to breaking the "no talk" rule.
TREATMENT PREPARATION. The
EAP asked the CEO to commit to inpatient
treatment. He agreed but decided to wait
two weeks before leaving. This time period
was stressful for everyone. The EA professional not only kept in close contact with
the CEO in preparation for treatment but
also with the senior vice president. He was
concerned about what would happen in the
treatment and how the CEO would act

upon returning.
The EA professional discussed with the
CEO the idea of meeting with the partners
during his absence to provide some education on alcoholism and to explore their
concerns with the CEO's absence and
return. This strategy had been useful with
another company. The CEO supported the
idea only if the partners agreed to the
meeting.
MEETING WITH PARTNERS. When
the EA professional met with the partners,
she described the' purpose as twofold: to
discuss and share their experience with, and
knowledge about, alcoholism, and to'discuss any concerns about the CEO being in
treatment for a month. During the discussion on alcoholism, some partners acknowledged ahistory of alcohol problems in their
families;some were starting to read about it
to gain better awareness, and others had no
knowledge of it at all.
During the second part, the partners
shared concerns they had experienced with
the CEO's behavior. As a whole,this group
had many concerns about his re-entry—

• Established in 1979
• Helping build solid
foundations for the future
• Gender speafic
• Structured daily treatment
• Professional staff
• Approved by most
insurances
• Impaired Professionals
Tract
• Sexual Compulsivity Tract
COPAC

1-800-~46-9727
CENTER FOR WOMEN
406 MARQUISSTREET
JACKSON,MS 39206

CENTER FOR MEN
1523 HIGHWAY 43 N.
BRANDON, MS39042

JCAHO Accredited
'7n disciyline and Honesty Ihe~e is Freedom"

continued on page 20
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At Bay Haven's Mental Health Division,
patients with emotional problems
are not forced into "pre-fab" programs.
Your involvement doesn't end with admission,
and care doesn't end with discharge.
Call us today to discover how a wholisUc approach care help.
• psychosocial rehabilitation
• peychlatdc intensive care unit
• variable length of stay
• partial hoepitalizatlon

•dual diagnosis(mental health and
chemical dependency)
•family education and support groups

Chemlcol nependency
and Mentol Henith
Programs
713 Ninth Street
Bay City, Michigan 48708
1-BOO-628-7314 Toll free in 11~fchigan or (617)894-3799
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"A center for growing concern"

HALTE
CENTER
Offering Assistance in Addictions,
Compulsions and Trauma Recovery

Specialists in working with
dissociative disorders
Intensive day treatment in conjunction
with inpatient program for those persons
who don't require hospitalization.
Totally smoke-free environment
Halterman Center
614-852-1372, Ext 500
210 N. Main St., London, Ohio 43140
A program of Madison County Hospital, Inc.
JCAH Accredited. Treatment covered by most insurance plans.
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continued from page 19

whether his anger would be worse, whether
his decision-making would be more autocratic, and whether he would hold a grudge
that would further damage their relationship with him. Many of these issues had
never been addressed, much less resolved.
In the past, the partners had hesitated to
oppose the CEO on potential projects,
resulting in conflict later on. This led to a
discussion of the "group think" phenomenon. The partners acknowledged their
difficulty in resolving problems by negotiation and discussed compromise vs. compliance.
When a "no talk" rule is broken, group
discussion prevails—a normal response in
group cohesion. As this was taking place,
the EA professional was watching out for
the negative potential of cohesion—making
the CEO the group's scapegoat. The CEO
was reputed to intimidate the partners and
pit them against each other. Once they felt
his anger, they expected great difficulty
getting back into his good graces. Accordingly, the partners continued to experience
generalized fears about his return.
The EA professional indicated that
much of the CEO's behavior could have
been the result of his drinking and shared,
from a positive perspective, what behaviors
might change if he maintained sobriety and
a strong recovery program.
As the EA professional explored other
concerns, it seemed that the CEO had
probably had blackouts at work—a possible source of some erratic behavior. She
experienced this firsthand when the CEO
forgot having discussed her idea of meeting
with the partners. The day of the meeting
he happened to call her office and was told
that she was at his company. He interrupted
the meeting, asked what she was doing
there and accused her of being manipulative with. the company.
Why, he demanded, was she risking this
"secure contract" by intervening with him
and meeting with the partners? He asked
who at the company had set her up to
intervene with him.
That call illuminated some of the concerns the partners had with his behavior.
She explained that she had discussed this
meeting, and its purpose, with him before
he left. She was painfully aware that she
needed to do some intensive processing
with him when he returned from treatment.
She seriously began to doubt her decision
about having intervened.
As the meeting with the partners drew to
a close, she explained that although his
EMPLOYEEASSISTANCE

basic personality would not change, his
behavior would be more consistent as a
result of sobriety. The partners wanted
reassurance that the change would be
positive. Obviously the EA professional
could not guarantee this, especially after
the phone call. Instead, she stressed the
importance of not putting the CEO in a
scapegoat role and suggested that the
partners recognize this meeting as a beginning process for them to identify their
concerns with the CEO, clarify their
expectations of each other and their roles in
the company.
She hoped that, when he returned, the
partners would find an appropriate time to
present these concerns individually and as a
group. She also asked them to support his
return by taking a "wait and see" approach
to gauge the impact of treatment on his
performance and personality.
RE-ENTRY OF THE CEO. The EAP
kept in close contact with the treatment
facility and encouraged the staff as part of
his treatment, in addition to sobriety, to
focus on his role at the company and his
performance.
As the CEO progressed through treatment, he made dramatic changes. He
understood his alcoholism as a disease; he
contacted the partners at the encouragement of the treatment program to have
them explain the negative impacts of his
behavior on the company; he began to
appreciate his new perspectives, insights
and recovery.
His contacts with the EA professional
were on track in preparing for re-entry and
aftercare. During one conversation, she
told him she wanted to meet with him when
he returned to review all the steps of the
intervention and work through any residual
feelings. He assured her that as the process
became clearer, he appreciated her efforts.
This was music to her ears.
Soon after he returned, she set up the
meeting. She listened to his views of the
treatment, reviewed the entire process,
asked about any misunderstandings. She
discussed what she could have done differently with the intervention.
His biggest wish was that. his family
would have been part of the initial process.
He understood, however, that since- her
contacts at the company had spoken very
strongly against the idea, she had been
unwilling to pursue it. The meeting ended
with mutual appreciation.
As of today, all the necessary positive
steps are taking place with the CEO and his
firm. The EA program has also been
i
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entrusted to assist the company at various
levels, including a strategic planning retreat
and team building.
REFLECTIONS. Looking back, a number
of issues come to mind. Obviously, the risk
for problems to occur ran high. If the
intervention hadn't worked, it could have
jeopardized the contract. If the CEO had
gone to treatment but failed to buy into the
recovery process, the EA program could
have lost credibility and the company
would have faced greater tension.
On the other hand, potential benefits of
action included:
• Potential for the credibility of th2 EA
program to increase.
• Greater use of a program perhaps underutilized because of the inconsistency of
promoting the EA program while the CEO
remained an active alcoholic.
• An end to the CEO's erratic behavior
because of the alcohol and greater cohesion
among all the partners and the company.
• The chance to help an individual with
chronic alcoholism to achieve recovery.
•Trust and appreciation of the EAP by
the CEO and partners.
A question that this situation raises is the
role of the EAP: When does it take a
proactive vs. reactive role in dealing with
an organization's top leaders? When the
EAP intervenes because of a management
referral, the endorsement from the company legitimizes the intervention. But independent intervention with top management
is far riskier. Does the EAP have a moral or
ethical responsibility to proactively address
the life-threatening behavior of alcoholism
in an organization? We are certainly
attuned to this issue if it is a potential
suicide or homicide. To date, however,
clear answers do not come easily.
PERSONAL NOTES. I have asked myself
on many occasions whether I would recreate this process with another contract if the
situation were similar. Given the positive
experience, I would expect to say yes, but I
can't be sure. I do know I wouldn't want to
do it alone again. I would want to set up a
team to be an integral part of the process,
to at least help in strategic planning, in
brainstorming all possibilities, looking at all
the options and providing emotional support as problem areas arose. It is my hope
that as EAPs, we will support others
confronted with such a dilemma.
Ramsey is president of the(
/ouston chapter of EfIPA and of
Altenmtive Paths lnc. (3400 Bissnn~ie~, Suite 265, /lous~on,
%'X 77005). She welcomes nny rencGon ~o this nrvicle or
perso~m( experiences you might hove hod Um~ ivoedd nss•ist i~~
intervening with n CEO. She con he renched nt (7/3)
664-1954.

natural
.~'.Cternative
for ~1~"roudled
yOUth
o Cost effective
hospital alternative
o Residential treatment for
~ emotionally troubled youth
o Peer group counseling
approach
o Comprehensive assessment
o Nurturing environment
o Aftercare &transition
services
o Accredited education
program
o Family &social work
services
ECKF~RD

Y O U T H
A1~'ERNATIVF.S
I N C.

A Therapeutic
Wilderness
Treatment Model

1-800-554-HELP
E.F.Y.A. Incorporated has anon-discrimination
policy in employment and admissions.
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caregivers mops
In Suicide Risk
Workers in the health-care and
financial sectors have higher risks of
suicide than other job fields, according to
a study from researchers at the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH).
The study, which has not yet been
published, involved-more than 26,000
cases of white males aged 20 to 64 whose
cause of death was reported as suicide.

The cases came from 26 states that
provide data to the National Center for
Health and/or NIOSH.
The researchers found that
psychologists had the highest odds of
suicide, followed by pharmacists,
physicians, securities and financial
service sales professionals and
lawyers.
NIOSH called for further studies to
evaluate job stress and other potential
occupational risk factors.
Suicide was the eighth leading cause of
death in the United States in 1988.

Small Firms
Will Test More
Experts addressing last month's "1993
Outlook Conference: Drug Testing in the
Workplace," in New York City cited
alcohol as the next big target of random
workplace testing—and said the testing
trend is increasingly catching hold among
small businesses.
Declining costs of drug testing and local
workplace coalitions and consortia are
responsible for the shift, according to
William Current, executive director of the
American Council for Drug Education.
Eric Rolfe Greenberg, director of the
American Management Association's
annual survey on workplace drug testing,
said his group expects three years of
declining positives on tests to end this year
and perhaps even reverse itself. He said
the declines have reflected changes in
testing policies, not a drop in drug use.

Clearinghouse
Offers Help
With Family dare
Workers trying to balance child and
elder care can get assistance by accessing
the Work and Family Clearinghouse, a
service of the Labor Departmeni:'s
Women's Bureau.
For example, Clearinghouse staff offer
examples of best-practice cases, crossreferenced by industry, company,
geographic region and type of program.
For employers and others investigating
family-responsive workplaces, the data
base provides access to state and federal
resources, statistics and bibliographic
references.
To contact the Clearinghouse, call
(800)827-5335.
There are some teenagers who just can't seem to get out of the way of
Vouble.The law,drugs,school,even their families are always crossing
them. Depression,disruptiveness,even violence are always the result.
Net there is something you can do for chronically difficult teens.There
is a place that understands what teens need azound them,while they're
changing inside.
Lovellton Academy is just that because its designed to Neat,edurate
and motivate problem teenagers the way they appreciate and respond
to. With others,like them,they share thoughts and dreams.In that group,
they grow as individuals.They develop a picture of happiness.
For information contact Lovell[on Academy,708/695.0077,or write
6(10 Villa, Elgin, Illinois 60120.

Lovellton Academy
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Benefits Big
Factor In
Taking Job
Of 1,000 Americans in a Gallup poll for
the Employee Benefit Research Institute,
75 percent consider health insurance,
pensions, vacations and other benefits
"very important" in deciding on taking a
job.
Some 68 percent rated health coverage

A Forest Health System Affiliate

continued on page 26
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How the EAP can help employees and their families
confront the negative challenges of childhood today
By Sharon Scott, LPC, LMFT

•Detroit:
After
being taunted by
6~~' ' . ~ ~ ~older kids that he was
,~~"
a "baby" for using the
crosswalk at school,
~~
t
3
l-"~
nine-year-old Kevin
began avoiding it. He
~~;'!. qA ~ r~`,~~~
~
~
~'
was hit by a car and
seriously injured.
• San Diego: 14-year%r
a►.''
!i
old Allison was taken
into custody with her
~~`
~~; a ;
,~; a
girlfriend
when
~
t''
caught stealing. jewelzy that they, did not
p`~~~
`'~~.~~'~ t,
~':
,
want to pay for with
their allowance.
p;
• Austin, Texas: 18~~ `'
year-old Patrick died
~'
of acute alcohol poi~'
soning while playing ~:
~`
drinking games at a
fraternity party.
w ,~ T ~` `~.
What do these scen
`z
,~,~~
narios have in com~
~ ~~~
mon? Peer .pressure.
r
Y
In each example, a
~,
youth was encouraged to do something
that was wrong, harmful, or illegal and handled the situation
poorly.
What.does this. have to do with the EAP? These problems at
home can cause. employee depression, tardiness, absenteeism,
lengthy phone calls home, and anger. When employees have
their minds on home problems, the company will suffer in
JANUARY 1993

quantity and quality of
work.
~4~ `~=
Every day, 87 pert
cent of America's teen~, F . ~
agers face some. sort of
negative peer pressure—skipping school,
fighting, cheating, vandalism, drag. racing,
breaking parents' cur~"
few, using alcohol ar
~ ,;
'~.
other drugs, etc. Peer
~~,,
~,
;,~ ~, X,,.~t~~ '~}~,
pressure intensifies in
the teen years but
}i'~~ y
~f~~_',
:4 s<<.~
begins as early as three
~~~
~
~~~4 ~C~ ~~~~,,~
and four years old!
`~~
t"
Wanting to maintain a
~~'
~~ ~ ~.~; . ~ ~:;,~ friendship, the child
• ~ ~
probably does what the
~_ ,
xq ~~ ~~
'~~ i`~i ''
friend asks. But what~~
''~'`~ r
~`' t~!. ~ ~
ever the child does feels
';., ~~ ~
~
~
bad, and thus a cycle of
,.
damaged self-esteem
~~
'~ ~
~
M is jetvdr~~z.~~i
~~ ~
and. control by peers
f1'~'ti
n`~
~f'~~ ~ I ~ ~y.
begins. Young children
,~~,`:`~`~~:=~t-'~'"
have even lost their
~~'~
lives over the inability
to handle peer pressure, such as when
asked by a friend to play -with a gun or swim in the pool without
parental supervision.
Earlier in my career, I served for seven years as director of the
Dallas Police Department's First Offender Program. I became
acutely aware of how "good" kids from caring, loving homes can

~ ~1',

continued on page 24
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make poor decisions that result in broken
laws and shocked parents. The major
factor influencing those poor decisions
was negative peer pressure.
At that time I began developing a skill
called Peer Pressure Reversal—a common-sense approach to teaching youth
from ages four to 18 how to spy no to
negative peer influence. The EAP can
assist parents who are concerned about a
child who is making poor choices and
getting into trouble in the neighborhood
or school—or even with the police. Even

better is making parents aware before
problems occur of proven strategies on
how to peer-proof their children. A
discussion during a "brown-bag lunch"
can overview Peer Pressure Reversal as a
prevention strategy and let parents communicate to each other various successful
parenting tips.
The changes in our society. during the
past 15 to 25 years challenge both
children and adults. These changes subtly
encourage children to grow up faster and
force them to make difficult, often adult,
decisions at earlier ages. If we help

Restoring human relationships
makes the difference.
Delaware Valley Mental Health Foundation provides a warm and
nurturing environment for adolescents and young adults who suffer severe
emotional and behavior problems. Our individualized extended care
psychiatric program is based on the.surrogate family model where close
human relationships
,.~
and self-sufficiency in
daily
~'
living can help
unlock each patient's
potential to become
independent.
Located in picturesque
Bucks County,PA, the
Foundation is proud of
its outcome-oriented,
cost effective approach
to our unique treat~1
ment environment and
` '"~
comprehensive
program. The high
`
~~
staff to patient ratio enhances the continuum of care available for all
levels of treatment. Vocational, creative and recreational programs
provide a framework where active therapies and a committed,
professional staff help bring patients to new and fulfilling lives. It all
adds up to treatment with the patient's future success in mind.

Delaware Valley
~~~~+~ Mental Health
Foundation
A Unique Therapeutic Community
833 East Butler Avenue •Doylestown,PA 18901

215/345-0444 • Att: Judy Zipkin, M. Ed.
A nonprofit hospital devoccd to veatment, training and research in the field of mental health.
Accredited: Joint Commission on Health Care Organizations.
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employees become aware of these
changes and take control of them, some
of childhood can be given back to the
children.
Children learn from media and, of
course, imitate what they see. Many of
those messages go against family values.
But parents can control the number of
hours of television watched and what
their children see. Many parents link
studying and reading hours with viewing
hours, have a no-TV night (games and
talk instead), or watch some quality
programs as a family in the same room.
Other technology can isolate and separate families: Microwave. ovens give us
the luxury of "grazing" in shifts; and we
tune in to stereos, VCRs, and computers
and tune out the family. Instead, we can
make employees aware of the importance of family meals (no TV during!), a
once-a-week FFA (fun family activity!),
or an evening of DEAR (drop everything
and read!).
In past years, the extended family and
close neighbors all helped bring up the
children. Extended families, as we once
knew them, are on the endangered
species list, and today we describe good
neighbors as those who mind their own
business. More families have both parents working or a single parent, and so
kids often come home to an empty house.
To counter this, companies can sponsor
an occasional "family night" where
employees bring their families and a
casserole or snacks, and games are
played by adults and youth together.
But toning down societal pressures on
kids is not enough. Neither is telling them
to "just say no" or leave—those are the
two least likely ways for most youth to
feel comfortable in getting out of peer
pressure traps. Instead, the EAP can
make parents aware of Peer Pressure
Reversal skills and how young people
can be taught to say no and yet "save
face."
Most young people use Peer Pressure
Reversal(PPR) within 24 hours of learning it when dealing with best friends,
older kids, popular youth, and boyfriends
or girlfriends.
Step 1 in PPR teaches children to
CHECK OUT THE SCENE. Children
must be taught to be "trouble detectives"
and recognize when trouble is imminent.
They need to notice if friends are acting
in a secretive manner or if the surroundings spell trouble. They must listen for
pressuring lines like, "We won't get in
EMPLOYIEASSISTANCE

trouble," "Everybody's doing it," or
"Scared?"
The children also must determine if
the invitations meet the definition of
trouble: Does it break a law, or will it
make a person in authority angry?
The next step teaches children to
MAKE A GOOD DECISION, Parents
need to remind their children that friends
will build up only the good side of the
situation and fail to recognize or mention
the negative consequences. In other
words,"They choose and you lose!"
The final and most important step is
ACT TO AVOID TROUBLE, which
allows young people clever and effective
responses that they can "whip ouY' at a
moments notice. There are different
styles for different types of personalities—verbal and quick, quiet and
reserved, humorous, and so on.
When going somewhere off-limits is
suggested, some children can change the
subject or come up with a better idea.
When being asked to drink alcohol or use
other drugs, children can be taught to just
say no or use joking lines to avoid the

pressure: "I never drink before I'm
drunk!" or "I don't smoke grass, I just
mow it!" Teens often feel comfortable
making an excuse to avoid trouble: no
time, money, or interest! A favorite

Wheir employees have
their minds on home
problems, the company will
suffer in quantity and
quality of work.

response is to return the challenge. When
pressured with "Are you chicken?",
youth can be taught to reply, "Are you
scared to do this by yourself?"
Each of these techniques has unlimited variations, but whichever PPR methods are used, the children need to get out

of the situation within 30 seconds.
Finally, after teaching the skills, it is
imperative to initiate many role-play
practice sessions to develop the quickness necessary to manage negative peer
pressure. The practices should be fun and
appropriate for the children's ages. The
goal for parents is [o develop automatic
reactions for their children so that they
can deal effectively with trouble.
Results from studies where youth have
learned Peer Pressure Reversal are
impressive. Soma 79 'percent of previously delinquent youth have not broken
the law again, and schools have reported
decreases in all types of behavior problems. When EAPs instruct parents in the
techniques of Peer Pressure Reversal,
they are providing them with living skills
that can help their children grow up to
become responsible, happy, healthy
adults.
~
Scon is a family counselor/trnining consultant and is
President ofSharon Sco!( and Associates, 2709 Woods Lane,
Garland, TX 75044. She has !ought n hn(f million people in
five countries Peer Pressure Reversal. This nrttcle has been
gdnpted and excerpted from three of her six books: P_eee
P_ressure_12ev~rsa[,13ow_~o.Say.No_and.Keep. Your.Friends,
ar~d Too Smartfor_Tra«ble. All ore published by HRD Press.

"When Other People Have Their
Backs To The Wall,
They Call A C'op,
B U"l WHD DOES A COP CALL?"
gE~.FIE(O

/ Lll
~EHTEp
FL

She will gorge herself with sweets, junk
food and lots of calories. She doesn't
want to. She feels guilty. Like millions of
others, she just can't say ... no.
When you eat to feel better, but feel
worse, you may be Food Addicted.
If you or someone you know has a Food
Addiction problem or is suffering from
bulimia or compulsive eating, call us.
The good news! There's help that can last
a lifetime!

SEAFIELD 911
A Treatment Program For Alcoholism, Chemical Dependency
And Stress Dedicated To Law Enforcement Officers

CALL FOR INFORMATION
(305)321-9400 or 1-800-226-COPS

PbAd9'9 PNeA

~ NER F

SEAFIELD 911
Center for Law Enforcement
5151 S.W.61st Avenue, Davie,FL 33314

~~
A Member ofthe Seafield Group

~~~

~~

i-goa7s2-io33
P.O. Loa 550

Eeverly Wile, PL 37665
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the most important benefit; pensions were
second, at 34 percent.
Fifty-six percent of the respondents
said they wouldn't accept a job that didn't
give them health insurance.

although many use insurance companies
as administrators of their health plans.
More than half of U.S. employees are
insured under their company's selfinsured plans, which could he affected by
this case.

Benefit Slashed
As High Gourt
Declines Review

New Journal
Tracks Global
EAP Progress

The Supreme Court has refused to hear
an appeal in the case of a Houston man
whose health insurance benefits were
slashed from $1 million to $5,000 when the
company he worked for learned he had
AIDS.
The high court's decision upheld a 5th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruling that
self-insured companies may drastically
reduce insurance benefits to employees
infected with costly diseases such as
AIDS, Alzheimer's Disease or cancer.
Companies which are self-insured are
not bound by state insurance laws,

EAR Publications has begun
publishing a new journal, F.AP
International. The journal has a unique
mission: to report on the development of
EAPs all over the world.
Regular features will include:
• Country profile of EAP development
and substance-abuse issues,
• International Labour Office (ILO)
news and activities
• Industry profiles examining the
preponderance of EAPs in specific
industry segments.
Each issue will also contain news, reviews

and conference reports.
Other articles in the first issue include a
feature on "EAP Core Technology" by
Employee Assistance Senior Editor Paul
Roman as well as contributions from O.
Schmidenberg (Australia), S. Teather
(U.K.), and llr. V. Orlans (U.K.).
The journaPs editorial board includes
leading EAP practitioners and academics
From Germany, the United States, France,
the United Kingdom, Australia, Ireland
and Scandinavia.

New York
Waterfront
Plan Unique
Waterfront labor and management
launched a comprehensive substanceabuse program Dec. 1 in the Port of New
York &New Jersey after two years of
planning by labor and management. It
aims to improve workplace safety by
systematically heading off and dealing
with drug and alcohol problems.

At Devereux...
..we help to create brighter
futures. It has been that way
for 80 years.
Devereux — a nationwide network of
treatment centers — serves children,
adolescents, and adults who have a
wide range of emotional disorders and
developmental disabilities.
In psychiatric hospitals, residential centers,
and community programs, Devereux offers
quality treatment and a caring environment,
therapeutic educational and vocational
services, recreational pursuits and a host
of activities to hone daily living skills.

For information,call:
1-800-345-1292,ext. 3045
or 215-964-3045
Fax: 215-971-4600
Private, not for prpfit.
JCAHO-accredited, where
applicable.
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Devereux

Alcohol and Chemical Dependency
Treatment Services
Including:
■
Detoxification Program
■
Women's Track
■
Pregnant Women's Track
■
FAAST Track
■
Family Program
■
Gender Issue Groups
■
Sobriety Maintenance
■
Continuing Care

800-7249440

914831-3500

Saint Francis Hospital Beacon Division
60 Delavan Avenue ■Beacon, NY 12508
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By Rebecca Sager Ashery, DSW
n 1987, the National Institute on Drug
Abuse funded 63 sites around the
country through a National AIDS
Demonstration Research project(NADR).
The project used indigenous community
workers, many of whom were recovering
addicts, to "outreach" into the community
to educate street addicts and their sexual
partners about HIV/AIDS. Data from all of
the NIDA sites indicated success in reaching and educating this difficult population,
in helping them reduce risk-taking behaviors, and in encouraging addicts to enter
treatment.
These indigenous outreach workers have
lived or worked in their respective communities, are usually of the same general
background as the population they are
serving, and are considered to be their
peers. Recovery from addiction is not a job
prerequisite, but NIDA chose the workers
in accord with their ability to understand
the addict lifestyle and to gain the confidence and acceptance of the client community.
The NADR project has implications for
the use of "peer outreach workers" in the
workplace to identify and refer troubled
employees to treatment, specifically those
with alcohol and drug abuse problems. The
workplace is a community in which people
come together to fulfill several objectives,
e.g., individual accomplishment and familial responsibility.
In the workplace, people spend eight
hours or more a day interacting with others
in the achievement of these objectives.
Although there are specific tasks to be
undertaken, some degree of socializing also
occurs among co-workers both within and
outside the workplace setting. As a result of
this working and socializing, workers can
learn a great deal about each other.
Generally, co-workers know who comes
in late from lunch, who has family problems, who dawdles on the job and whose
breath may smell from alcohol. Through
weekend socializing, they may know who
uses "recreational" drugs, who drinks too
much at a party, and who abuses a spouse.
Peers, therefore, may be in the best
position to identify a troubled employee
and engage him or her.
MEMBER ASSISTANCE. Some unions
have member-assistance programs(MAPS)
JANUARY 1993

that use peer outreach workers in a variety
of prevention and intervention efforts (see
EA, October 1992). The United Transportation Union, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, the Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen and other unions in the
railroad industry use a peer outreach
model. This program, called Operation:
RedBlock, focusing on prevention, uses
peer volunteers to educate co-workers in
groups and individually about the perils of
drug and alcohol use.
A major theme is to sensitize workers to
the conviction that everyone has a right to
a drug- and alcohol-free environment.
Activities include distributing literature,
orienting new hires, sponsoring family and
company activities, intervening with
impaired co-workers when necessary and
using the Operation: RedBlock mark-off
procedure—the primary tool for getting

drugs and alcohol out of the workplace.
The procedure lets employees remove
impaired co-workers from the workplace
without jeopardizing their jobs. Secondly,
an employee can use the mark-off procedure when caught "short" (i.e. called to
work unexpectedly after having consumed
alcohol or drugs) and not report to work.
Other unions, such as the Association of
Flight Attendants and the 'IL►nnel Construction Workers, have models that use
peers proactively to identify troubled
employees and use confrontation and caring to bring them to treatment.
Referrals are made to the union's own
EA program, the AA program or both.
Peers are involved throughout the total
process from problem identification, problem assessment, confrontation, follow-up
support and reintegration into the
continued on page 28
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Findin
the so ution
starts by
eXaminiag all
the pieces.
We look at all the pieces...presenting problems, ireaiment needs, educational requirements, family
and community support systems as well as funding issues fo develop a treatment plan to meet the
patients needs. Our internal case management services combined with all inclusive rates and contractual
arrangements help to monitorprogress and keep down lengths of stay. These measures help patients
get the treatment they need while puffing the brakes on multiple hospitalizations.
For some children and adolescents with multiple problems, acute inpatient hospitalization and
out-patient therapies aren't enough. Laurel Ridge, part of The Brown Schools 50 year
tradition of helping emotionally disturbed young people, is nationally recognized for
successfully treating such cases.
Call Laurel Ridge toda y,and discover how
~urel Ridge
Residential Treatment and Extended Care
A Brown Schools
Programs can help put the pieces together
Psychiatric Hospital
for your patient.
More than hope.Solutions

17720 Corporate Woods Drive •San Antonio, Texas 78259-3509.512-491-9400.1-800-624.1975
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Flexible Length of Stay
Stretches Rehabilitation Dollar
~ Gaylord Hospital's inpatient and partial hospital chemical
dependency program is a classic example of how to minimize
use of resources and maximize patient care. ~ The program has no
fixed length of stay; established standards set maximum stays for
both inpatient and partial hospital. ~ Patients move through the
system at a level of intensity that matches their individual
capacity to meet established goals. ~ A stepdown approach provides
treatment at progressively less intensity. ~ All of the traditional
services are provided. ~ The program works closely with managed
care organizations and welcomes talks on contract arrangements.
`~ For convenience, a transportation service is provided weekdays
between New Haven and Wallingford for both day and evening
partial hospital patients. ~ Flexible stays, improved accessibility ...
effective ways to stretch the rehabilitation dollar.
Write or call:
Chemical Dependency
Gaylord Hospital
P.O. Box 400
Wallingford, CT 06492
203 2842890
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workplace. These activities involve both
intervention and prevention.
In terms of prevention, peers may identify problems before they show up in job
performance. When job performance is
already affected, peer outreach workers
can be another vehicle, in addition to the
supervisor, for confronting and bringing the
worker into treatment. These peers are
trained to handle employee problems and
use 'the basic skills of confrontation and
support.
Most EA programs are in non-union
settings and many workplaces are not
unionized. For the most part, EA programs
have emphasized either supervisory or
self-referrals. Most have not used peer
outreach. EAPs already enjoy support from
supervisors, workers and their families. The
EA program has had marked in reducing
substance abuse and in improving work
performance. Labor unions, employees and
management have common interests in:
• advocating for adrug-free environment,
•finding troubled employees before performance problems
• helping troubled employees get treatment
without jeopardizing jobs.
MODEL TO LEARN FROM. It appears
that the MAP and NADR models could be
extrapolated by EA programs in a dynamic
proactive model that uses peers to advocate
the prevention of drug use in the
workplace, to identify problem employees
before the appearance of poor job performance, and to complement and support
supervisory intervention. Each outreach
peer model must be tailor-made for the
organization.
The support of management, employees
and labor (where applicable) would be
mandatory, and they should be involved in
the development and planning of such
models. Issues such as confidentiality,
selection of peer volunteers, and the relationships of employees to management and
unions (where they exist) must all be taken
into consideration. Systems of confidentiality would need to be carefully developed.
The use of peer outreach workers as a
supplement to the EAP program would
strengthen and give additional credence to
the EAP. It would extend the scope of an
already successful program of intervention
to one of proactive prevention-intervention, one where management and employees both benefit.
This rolwnn is contrib~sterl Gy d~c Com~riunity Resource
Brunch, Division of Applied Research n~ the Nntionn(
lnstinue on Drug Abuse.
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By Paul M. Roman, PhD
uccesses as well as failures associated with EA work may be
explained by the environments
within which EA programs function. Somewhat independently of the extent to which
a program includes carefully designed elements of core and supporting technology,
EA efforts may be directly affected by
features of the internal organizational environment.
Some aspects of this environment can be
altered by EA specialists to enhance program functioning. Other aspects are alterable, but alteration opportunities never
become available to EA workers. Finally,
some features of organizational environments cannot be altered by any deliberate
means.
This is the second in a series of columns
addressing the issue of environmental support for EA work. I initially focused upon
how the assessment of EA outcomes is
intertwined with,support from the organizational environment within which a given
program functions. In this column, the
focus is relapse prevention.
Maintaining behavior changes achieved
in treatment or counseling is one of the
greatest challenges of EA work. As I have
stated repeatedly in these columns, far too
little attention is given to the maintenance
of treatment gains, in contrast to the
attention that focuses upon EA intake and
assessment activities,
As part of follow-up, relapse prevention
is insurance that an EA program "takes
out" to protect investments in behavioral
change and treatment that have been made
by the employee and the workplace. Its
importance in EA work cannot be overstated. But at the same time it is very clear
that relapse prevention is more strongly
facilitated by some workplace environJANUARY 1993

ments than by others.
AN UNUSUAL CONCEPTION. Without
doubt, there is long-term fascination with
relapse. In most AA work, the "slip" is an
undesired but not an unexpected event.
Indeed, slips can be effectively used to
enhance long-term recovery through reinforcing the belief in the loss of control over
drinking or drugging.
On the downside, substance-abuse specialists' characterization of dependencies
on alcohol and other drugs as "diseases of
relapse" has likely slowed acceptance of
these disorders as legitimate within the
medical community..Such a notion implies
a costly, unpredictable, chronic disease
from which practitioners can expect little
satisfaction from what might be valiant
interventions.
Further, the high rates of relapse associated with substance-abuse treatment also
undermine the image of the efficacy of
treatment, especially treatment already
perceived as expensive in today's context of
cost management. Thus relapse prevention
must not be trivialized, and should indeed
be seen as the Achilles' heel of EA work.
Specific strategies of relapse prevention
have been the subject of much attention
among substance-abuse interventionists.
Indeed, relapse prevention is very actively
promoted, and an identifiable "industry"
has developed around different methodologies associated with the concept.
This arena is more complicated than it
.might appear. While it seems simple to
consider a "slip" from abstinence in .using
alcohol or drugs as characteristic of relapse,
slips and relapses are clearly not identical.
For the recovering person, a slip is a
necessary condition but not a sufficient
condition for a relapse co occur.
This would suggest that prevention of

slips should constitute prevention of
relapse. However, such a perspective is not
the position of many sophisticated clinicians. The argument goes that untreated
co-morbid psychiatric disorders, or various
forms of poor quality recovery, may include
the seeds for major relapse, independent of
"slip prevention."
On the other hand, nearly all agree that
repeated slips constitute relapse. But it is
significant that the medical application of
the relapse concept, typically defined as the
re-emergence of the symptoms of a disease
after a period of apparent recovery, does
not offer a very good fit with addictionrelated behaviors.
BEYOND SUBSTANCE ABUSE. Within
the EA community, most associate relapse
prevention with substance abuse. EA workers' concern with relapse prevention
includes relapse of substance abusers, but it
should go well beyond that. Probably the
single most prevalent phenomenon in EAP
caseloads is depression. This is, unfortunately, adisorder with relapses as well—
even more so than in substance-abuse
recovery.
Unlike substance abuse, the processes
that might head off a relapse into depressive symptoms are not as well understood.
Furthermore (and obviously), the relapse is
not as distinct as when an abstinent
individual resumes drinking or drugging.
Additionally, while the .recovering substance abuser is expected to adapt to
stresses and strains within drinking or
using, many events and experiences in life
generate disappointment, sadness, and
grief.
Making reasonable distinctions between
normal and aUnormal reactions to
"depressing" events and experiences is not
ca~~i~iued on page 30
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continued from page 29

easy. It may be especially difficult when the
social audience surrounding a particular
individual has been cued to expect
pathological behaviors on the part of that
person in the face of stressful circumstances.
Despite the widespread attention given
to relapse prevention, it is notable that the
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Saint Joseph's Hospital,
Marshfield, WI,, is currently seeking a qualified candidate to become
our Employee Assistance
Program Coordinator.
As our Program Coordinator, you
will oversee daily operations serving our employee workforce of 2400
and implement a plan to further
develop the hospital's EAP. Within
the scope of this responsibility, you
will promote the availability and
accessibility of services to employees as well as monitor the Programs
effectiveness and employee satiafaction through an approved accountability system, Initial assessment!
referral and limited treatment
sessions will also be provided by
the Coordinator.
To qualify, you must possess a minimum of5 years experience with Employee Assistance Programs, have
strong assessment and counseling
skills,and the ability to provide management and staff education conccrning appropriate use of the EAP.
A Masters Degree in Social Work or
Counseling and Guidance from an
accredited program is required.
For immediate consideration, please
send resume, in wnfidence, to:
Employment Manager

SAINT JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL
A MEMBER OF MINISTRY CORPORATION
SISTERS OF THE SORROWFUL MOTHER

671 SAINT JOSEPH AVENUE
MARSHFIELD,WISCONSIN 54449-]898
Equal Opportunity Employer
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methods are almost always psychological in
orientation. With such an approach, it is
almost natural to "blame the victim" for
the relapse.
As everyday life in a workplace amply
demonstrates, the reactions of others and
their support for recovery processes are
crucial. Peer reactions can result in the
treatment experience being a means for an
employee's enhanced self-esteem or as the
basis for stigma,shame and social isolation.
The occurrence of relapse is very much a
social outcome.
Using a broader psychosocial framework
that pays special heed to the audience
surrounding an employee attempting to
recover from substance abuse or psychiatric
disorder, we find four intertwined components affecting relapse prevention in the
workplace,
1. Active support. A key tenet of today's
substance-abuse treatment ideology centers on the extent to which significant
others surrounding the sick individual have
developed adaptations to the undesirable
behavior that themselves require modification. This notion is also found in the
treatment of psychiatric disorders—
indeed, the basic concept developed in the
late 1950s in treating schizophrenia. Almost
universally, in both substance abuse and
psychiatric regimens, these significant others are defined as family members.
While lip service may be offered to the
importance of recovery-support dynamics
among friends, supervisors, and coworkers, rarely are formal efforts developed to actively involve such individuals in
the recovery process. It is possible that
work groups can be trained to provide
active support of the recovery of a peer.
Just how "far" this might go, and whether
such recovery-related training is appropriate in the workplace are both questions that
need further exploration.
If such an extension of the involvement
of significant others is considered, another
major issue needing attention is the actual
efficacy of current interventions targeting
significant others. Aside from these questions, there can be little doubt of the
potential of the workplace as a setting for
active support of recovery. Such considerations should include psychiatric disorders
as well as substance abuse.
2. Social support. This notion focuses on
the ways in which the work setting can meet
basic psychosocial needs of recovering
individuals with relatively little direct
knowledge of the dynamics of the recovery
process.

The biggest danger that the recovering
employee may face is social isolation, a
sense of being separate and different from
peers. Here is a fundamental dilemma in
approaching relapse prevention from a
psychosocial perspective: To what extent is
it important for peers to "normalize"
treatment experiences versus becoming
"sensitized" to the cues of slips and
relapse?
The answer seems to fall more on the
side of normalization—simply because it
best describes the realities of work life and
the appropriate boundaries of work relationships. If there is anything that stands
out as important to sustain recovery, it is
being included, being accepted, and receiving attention. Far too often, the mystification that accompanies various therapies
encourages a "hands-off" attitude among
peers.
A related and significant aspect of
potential social support is the extent and
nature of the "labeling" that the individual
has experienced through treatment and
continues to experience from work peers
during the recovery process.
Obviously, a person who has received
EA services is placed in a variety of
"cognitive categories" by those who
become aware that this has happened.
Labels can connote growth and hope or
they can connote fear and despair. Even
though our social structures strongly support and even demand labels, a superb EA
approach to supporting recovery would be
discouraging their use, especially in conjunction with psychiatric diagnoses.
3. Modeling and contagion. Far too little
attention has been given to the influence of
workplace drinking-and-drugging cultures
on relapse prevention. My colleague,
Genevieve Ames, is leading the expansion
of this interest through her anthropological
documentation of the pervasiveness of
on-the-job drinking and using. It is discouraging that the presence of such cultures
describes "one step forward, two steps
back" for many employees attempting to
recover from asubstance-abuse problem.
Do recovering employees have other
ways to interact within the workplace
drinking cultures in which they had likely
been central participants? It is unreasonable to expect that the substance-use
patterns of supervisors and co-workers will
change to make life easier for a recovering
employee. At the same time, it is clear that
these behaviors often tempt recovering
individuals to resume the very behaviors
continued on page 34
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La Amistad

Wiley House Trea4ment Centers
1650 Broadway
Bethlehem, PA 18015.3998
8001348.7827

Residential Treatment Center
The right choice when more than
acute psychiatric care is necessary.
• Children
• Adults
• Adolescents
• FuA Psychiatric
• Dual Diagnosis
• JCAHO
• OCHAMPUS

Wiley House Treatment Centers is a private, nonprofit corporation with headquarters in eastern
Pennsylvania. We offer an integrated continuum
of residential, day treatment and outpatient services to children, adolescents and their families.
Treatment programs are located in Pennsylvania,
Maine, and Indiana. The National Hospital for
Kids in Crisis, an intensive, acute care/dual
diagnosis inpatient hospital on the new Orchard
Hills Campus in Northeastern, Pa. will open in the
fall of 1992. Call for further information.

1-800-433-1122
In Florida 1-800-367-4833
Circle 70 on card.
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STOP SMOHING

—A GELSINGER, AFFILIATE-

Recov~e~y Programs
In-Patient•1-800-547-7867

1-800-442-7722

A complete progreiri of recovery for tl~e person who's vied
everyUw~g. Cell t«ley for a flee brochure. P.O. t3ox IB50
West PeLn Beech,PL 33416. David C. loner, Director

Comprehensive adult residential program
` Five-day residential, therapeutic family
treatment program
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1~~
Willingway
1I Hospital
311 Jones Mill Road
Statesboro, GA 30458
1.800-242-9455
•Fo~ulded in 1)71

•JCAHO Accredited
•Inpatient and Outpatient Services
•Extended Treatment
•Transportation Assistance Available
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Your New York City Affiliate
Martin H. Greenstein, CSW, CEAP
EAP Assessment, Counseling,
Consultation and Follow-Up
19 West 34th Street
Penthouse Floor
New York, New York 10001
212/947-7111 • 778/548-7197

Safe, serious weight loss through lifestyle
change. Personalized care From Duke
physicians and health professionals.

The Aftercare Recovery program at I~Iazelden can
ease the struggle for mcovedng chemically dependent people who may be close to relapse. Getting
help now, before things gM worse, will improve
your sobriety and help you avoid mlapse and the
need for further treatrmnt. Call us today for more
information. 612-2571010, Ext. 4575.
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OPTIONS EAP, INC.
QUALITY EAP SERVICES FOR
QUALITY ORIENTED COMPANIES
Contract "Options":
• - Assessment/Referral
• -Short-Term Counseling
• - Telephone Consultation
• - Management/Workforce Training
• -Other Individualized Services

DUKE
Help Now — Before
Things Get Worse

Lily Lake Road
Waverly, PA 18471-0036
(717) 563-1112

,I

Diet and Fitness Center
Duke University Medical Center
804 W. Trinity Avenue
Durham, NC 27701
800-362-8446

Fax your ad
817-776-9018

4770 Germantown Rd. Ext., St. 2?_3
Memphis, TN 38141
Fax: (901) 377-0503
1-800-525-4930

To Request
A Media Kit
For
Employee Assistance
Call

(817) 776-9000
~I

"Jim Francek &Associates, Inc.,
addressing human factors in a
changing business environment."

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE
ASSOCIATES, INC.
Specialists in
Employee Assistance Program Design
And Service
• Comprehensive, Customized
Employee Assistance Programs
• Case Management Services
• National EAP Network Provider

SAFETY

LEARNING
HUMAN
FACTORS

QUALITY
PERFORMANCE

CHANGE &
RENEWAL

Jesse Bernstein, CEAP, President
1580 Eisenhower Place •Ann Arbor, MI 48108

EAPs and MANAGED
CARE PROGRAMS save
employers money on
health costs.
They
also save
employees.

HAF641RNS
n~Jin ,

~J,9~~
Part o/ tl~e Aefna Health Plans Family

(313) 973-0606

■
consultation ■seminars
■executive renewal t publications

The country's oldest and largest provider of
EAPs and Managed Behavioral Care Programs.

i

For more information, call us at

1-800-999-4241
JIM FRANCEK
& ASSOCIATES, INC_
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3 Mogan Avenue, Norwalk, CT Ob851
(203)855- i l bb

LITTLE, GAFFNEY & ASSOC.
PRESENTS:

Circle 73 on card.
The Highest Quality,
Most Complete 7'rairting Resource
jor Mastering Corporate Change

For Information Call

1-800-726-0526

A Common Sense
Comprehensive Approach to Building
a Healthy Organization.

1-800-776-8684
Employee Assistance Services
•
•
•
•

Program Design
Training
Consulting
National LAP Provider

1.800-EAP WRKS 8U0.327-9757
Cynthia Persico, llirector
2705 Riverside Ave. Suite 2
Jacksonville, FL 32205
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RESOURCE EAP INC.
Employee Assistance Program Consultants—providing services nationwide. 1046 Riverside Ave. Jacksonville, FL 32204. Contact: Bob Appleby
at 1-500-421-REAP (7327).

Recruiting new Employees?
Reserve your ad space in Employee Assistance Classified.
Call Linda Flores(817)776-9000 Fax(817)751-5171
13N[PLOYI~.I~.ASSISTANCI

FREE SAMPLES!
FOR EAPS
Help your employees deal with parenting problems.
Improves their well-being and on-the-job productivity.
30 topics including Single Parenting, Divorce, Latchkey Kids, Drug/Alcohol Prevention, Family Violence.
Plus videos, coloring and activity books. Call 1-80099-YOUTH or write The Bureau For At-Risk Youth, 79
Carley Ave., Suite EA, Huntington, NY 11743.

Introducing a simple
and inexpensive EAP
case recording and
reporting program...

DORRIS
ROBEflT T. OORFIS &ASSOCIATES INC.

a member of the ALLIANCE of Employee
Assistance Services, Inc s^"

NATIONWIDE EAP SERVICES
SINCE 1974
• Offering standard EAP services
• Customized Contract Options
• DORRIS Managed Behavioral Health
Care Systems

TopDrawer: all an EAP really needs to create &
up-date records and produce essential reports.
Easy-to-learn, easy-to-use, inexpensive.
TopDrawer keeps it simple
—_~=
Get a FREE demo disk!
(~~~Irr
= _~~
-~,~
Callor 303-796-9606
I,'~

~~

ROTHSCHILD'S

FILES

Rothschild's Files
P.O.Box 3106
Litlleton CO 80161
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CERTIFIED
BUSINESS &
INDUSTRY THERAPIST
Master's in Social Work or
Clinical Psychology, with
ACSW, CAC, AAMFT, or CEAP
certification required to market EAP programs and provide
EAP counsel(ng services. We
are seeking an EAP professional experienced as an eternal
provider in developing and
manag(ng EAP contracts. Our
community mental health
center's Employee Assistance
Program is expanding to meet
the growing needs of area
business and Industry. Our
Center is financially stable,
with a modern facility nestled
in a small, progressive community located in the scenic hills
of southern Indiana, Our area
offers excellent outdoor recreatlonal opportunities and is an
hour's drive to Evansville, IN:
and 1 1/2 hours away from
Louisville, KY, Salary is competitive and we offer a generous
fringe benefit program and
provide relocation assistance.
Send resume to:
Human Resources Office
SOUTHERN HILLS
COUNSELING CENTER, INC.
P.O. Box 769
Jasper, IN 47547-0769
PHONE:(812)482-3020

5210 Lewis Road —Suite 7
Agoura Hills, California 91301
(818)707-0544 •FAX:(818)707-0496
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FLORIDA EAP SPECIALISTS
BRUCE H.HYMAN,PH.D.,LCSW
and
~LLLN 12. GACHC,LCSW
Specializing in
• L+'AP assessment
•Therapy
• Consultation
•Referral
2699 Stirling Road,Snite A-105
Ft. Lauderdale, TL. 33312
305-962-0662

C~tsi~ie~s (~e~ ~eskl~t

Professional (Malpractice)
Liability Insurance For
• Employee Assistance Programs
• Managed Health Care
• Individuals
• Alcohol &Drug Rehab Centers
• Group Homes and Halfway Houses
.Hospitals
• Counseling Center
• Drinker-Driver Programs
• Outpatient Centers
• Drug &Alcohol Clinics
• Directors and Officers Liability
(Nonprofit) Agencies &Boards

Thomas E. Van Wagner
Insurance
21 Maple Avenue
P.O. Box 5710
Bayshore, N.Y. 11706
(516)666-1588 (800) 735-1588
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FAX YOUR AD
(817)751-5171

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
For assistance and rates
call(817) 776-9000
FAX #817-776-9018
EmployeeAssistance
P.O. Box 2573
Waco,TX 76702-2573
Linda Flores
District Sales Manager
Ruth Heard Warren
National Classified Ad
Manager
EmployeeAssistance reserves the
right to decline, accept, or
withdraw advertisements at its
discretion. The publisher
reserves the right to edit copy.
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continued from page 30

that initially led them into a downward
spiral.
At issue is whether the recovering
employee has an opportunity to continue
peer interaction without participating in
drinking and drugging. Bill Sonnenstuhl
has clearly documented the importance of a
recovery subculture within the Sandhogs
union that he has studied closely. Without
such a clear "counter-culture" within a
workplace, it is important to ask how the
recovering employee can constructively
adapt social interaction patterns without
being drawn into a relapse.
The potency of drinking subcultures in
workplaces should never be ignored or
underestimated. Of particular significance
are those that will stigmatize employees'
attempts at recovery as signs of personal
weakness.
4. Environmental assessment. How does
the workplace environment support your
EA activity centered on relapse prevention? First, consider how much relapseprevention activity is in place, in conjunction with routine EAP activity, and dis-

continued from page 17

tinctly coordinated with relapse training
that may be offered as part of treatment.
Second, some consideration of the rates
of relapse in different sectors of the
organization should be considered. If such
differences exist, how can they be
explained, using the different categories of
supportive and non-supportive factors outlined above?
Third, to what extent is the workforce
educated about how to deal with the
recovering employee? While certainly no
cure-all, a concerted effort at employee
education could be critical here. Involvement of treatment-program personnel in
providing such training could be invaluable. Gearing relapse-prevention training
toward social audiences rather than conceiving of it as an individual responsibility
could be a giant step toward making a
workplace environment more hospitable
and supportive for employees' long-term
recovery from substance abuse or psychiatric disorders.

managed-care, risk-reduction program."
Risk rating a corporate health plan
offers an alternative to the unrestricted
erosion of corporate profits via medical
expenditures. It provides risk and benefit managers a proactive tool in the
battle to control the persistent upward
spiral of health-care costs. These programs can be revenue-neutral if cost
shifting is incorporated into the overall
plan design.
"The future potential of individual
risk-rating programs has yet to be
recognized," according to Demsey.
"Worker compensation costs, occupational health/compliance issues,
post-retirement benefits and the
pre-employment health-screening
requirements under the new Americans
with Disabilities Act can ali be
addressed with creative program
expansions."

Roman rs a research professor of sociology and director of
the Centerfor Research on Deviance and Behavioral Health
at the University of Georgia

Davis rs marketing director for Heath Exa~ninetics and can
be reached for questions a~ (800)232-2332, ex(. 334.
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Intervention, Columbia, S.C. Contact the
Johnson Institute, 7205 Ohms Lane, Minneapolis, MN 55439-2159.

Facilitating Groups for Adolescents,
Lancaster, Pa. Contact Project CARE,Box
830, Quakertown, PA 18951, or call (215)
538-7111.
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Team Revitalization, Warrington, Pa.
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Residential/Clinical/Educational
The most complete integrated continuum of psychiatric
treatment services for children, adolescents and families
in the nation. Includes 26 licensed and accredited
programs.
National Hospitalfor Kids in Crisis

an Inpatient Hospital
(Acute PsychiatriclDually Diagnosed and Intensive
Care Unit)
■
Acute Residential Treatment
■
Extended Residential Treatment
■
Specialized Campus Based Residential
Treatment
■
Specialized Community Residential Treatment
■
DiagnosticlAcute Treatment
■
Diagnostic Shelter Care
■
Family Based Residential Treatment
■
Intensive Treatment Family Programs
■
Day Treatment Programs
■
Psycho•Educational Services Approved Private
School(fully accredited K-12)
■
Partial Hospitalization Programs
■
In•Home Counseling Programs
■
Pastoral Counseling Services
■
National Family Training and After-Care Nelwork
National Affiliate Outpatient Network
■
National Referral Network for Kitls in Crisis
■
1-800-KID-SAVE

• Wile House
Trea~mentCenters
For more information call 1.800•SKID•123 or write
5300 KidsPeace Drive, Orefield, PA 18069.9101
A division of KidsPeace, a non•profif organization,
Accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations, Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools
and the American Association of Psychiatric Services for Children.
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Before ou r~con~rnend drug and
alto of treatment for your
~n'ployees,find out more aho~t
Caron's proven proge~an7s.
We offer the most complete drug and
alcohol treatment programs available.
Quality programs that are affordable and
effective, providing the best value for
your employees.
For more than 35 years the not-forprofit Caron Foundation, and its Chit
Chat Treatment Centers, have been internationally recognized leaders in chemical
dependency treatment.
Because of our comprehensive treatment system we can provide your
employees with an effective treatment

plan that meets their individual needs.
Caron's clinically driven continuum of
care offers the best possible prognosis for
bong-term recovery.

What's more, our professional staff
keeps you involved throughout your
employee's treatment experience. In

addition, as pioneers in co-dependency,
we are committed to family involvement,
a key element in the treatment process.
Take a closer look at Caron. We have
the facilities and the people to give your
employees a solid beginning in recovery.

J

Ft~ U N IJ,,AT I(~ N
Galcn HaII Road, I3ox A, Wernersville, PA 19565-0501
Telephone: (215)678-2332

"Givingflight zo the human spirit."
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